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A detailed study has been made of the reverse characteristics of
several silicon and germanium alloyed p-e junctions with break-
down voltages in the range of about 0.1 to 0.8 volt. In these
junctions the reverse current is generated almost entirely by
internal field emission (tunneling). The reverse bias characteristics
are insensitive to the dislocation density present so that the
tunneling current occurs mainly in undistorted material. From
capacitance studies it is established that these narrow junctions
are very close to being ideal step junctions. The room-temperature
reverse-characteristics are analyzed in terms of the usual tunneling
probability expressions and in particular, good agreement, both
qualitative and quantitative, is found between experiment and
theory. The tunneling probability exp (—ne&/E), when compared
with experiment, yields values for ne& in agreement with the
theoretical ones to within a factor of less than 2 for both silicon
and germanium.

The critical voltage (the reverse bias voltage necessary to
maintain a constant tunneling current) was measured as a function
of temperature from 4.2'K up to temperatures as high as 700'K.
In germanium, the critical voltage drops monotonically as the
temperature increases whereas in silicon, there is considerable
structure in the curve. This is shown to be consistant with the
tunneling being by direct transitions in germanium and by indirect
transitions (involving phonon emission and absorption) in silicon.
In germanium, the temperature dependence of the critical voltage
arises from that of the direct energy gap while in silicon, it is
determined, primarily, by the available phonon density. From
an analysis of the temperature data for silicon that invokes the
transverse acoustic phonons, the estimate of ae& that is obtained
is in excellent agreement with that found, independently, from
the analysis of the reverse characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

ONSIDERABLE interest has been rekindled~ recently in the phenomenon of internal Geld
emission because of the Esaki effect. ' However, though
theories of internal Geld emission have been extant for
25 years or more, and though its occurrence at sufB-
ciently high 6elds is well established, there has not yet
been a convincing quantitative experimental veriGca-
tion of the theoretical laws. The work to be described
in this paper was undertaken with a view to obtaining
such veri6cation.

The most reliable systems in which to study internal
field emission are sufficiently narrow P-e junctions. It
has been shown previously' that reverse bias (positive
voltage applied to the n-type side) breakdown in such
junctions in silicon is by internal Geld emission. The
diffused junctions used in this early work, however,
were still relatively wide, having width constants of
about 400A. (The width constant is defmed as the
width of the space charge region with a total potential
drop across it, built-in plus applied, of one volt. ) Break-
down occurred in these units around 6ve or six volts
so that the total breakdown current arose from both
Geld emission and avalanche mechanisms. More
recently, narrower junctions have been obtained in
silicon and germanium by alloying to very low resis-
tivity materials. These junctions have breakdown
voltages as low as a few tenths of a volt. Thus, the total
potential across the junction is appreciably less than
that required for pair production (which requires 2.3

~ Guest of Bell Telephone Laboratories, summer, 1959.' L. Esaki, Phys. Rev. 109, 603 (1958).
IA. G. Chynoweth and K. G. McKay, Phys. Rev. 106, 418

(1957).

volts for silicon'4 and 1.5 volts for germanium, "not
allowing for energy-losing collisions made by the carriers
in crossing the junction). It was, therefore, of consider-
able interest to make a detailed study of the behavior
of these narrow silicon and germanium junctions in the
hope that it would provide experimental con6rmation
of the theoretical expression for the internal Geld
emission current.

EXPERIMENTAL

(i) Fabrication of Junctions

A series of e-type silicon-arsenic alloys with resis-
tivities ranging between 0.001 and 0.10 ohm-cm were
used as the starting materials for the silicon junctions
and a germanium-arsenic alloy of 0.0035 ohm-cm for
the germanium jurictions. Individual units consisted of
a 0.040-inch cube of the crystal to which, 6rst, an ohmic
contact was made by alloying to it an antimony-doped.
gold wire, 0.010 inch in diameter. The junction was then
formed by alloying a 0.003-inch diameter aluminum
wire to the cube. In every case, the junction alloying
was done on a (111) face of the crystal. Alloying was
done in a nitrogen atmosphere at about 850'C and
immediately after the bonding had occurred, the crystal
was rapidly cooled to minimize diffusion effects.

(ii) Voltage-Current Characteristics

Figure 1 shows the voltage-current characteristics
for silicon and germanium units of various starting

3A. G. Chynoweth and K. G. McKay, Phys. Rev. 108, 29
(1957).

4 V. S. Vavilov, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 223 (1959).' J. Tauc, J. Phys. Chem. Solids g, 219 (1959).
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Fzo. f. Room-temperature current-voltage characteristics for typical examples of the silicon
and germanium junctions made from materials of different resistivities.

resistivities. For the silicon junctions, the forward
characteristics tend. to saturate at about 0.7 volt, in
common with conventional junctions. The forward im-
pedance tends, however, to become less as the resistivity
is decreased. The 0.001 ohm-cm junction shows a
considerable amount of forward current and, in fact, is
close to demonstrating the Esaki effect (a region of
negative resistance in the forward characteristic). The
reverse characteristics vary considerably, the break-
down voltages clearly covering the range that includes
breakdown due entirely to Geld emission' ' (breakdown
voltage less than about one volt for silicon) and break-
down due ~ainly to avalanching (breakdown voltage
greater than about 6 volts). The former is exemplified
by the units made from 0.001, 0.003, and 0.007 ohm-cm
material while the latter refers to the unit made from
0.1 ohm-cm material. The unit made from 0.02 ohm-cm
material breaks down at about 5 volts and, no doubt,
exhibits a mixture of the two breakdown mechanisms. '
The rest of this paper is concerned with silicon units
made from the three lowest resistivity materials and
the german~nm units for which it is reasonably certain
that essentially all of the reverse current originates by
internal field emission.

(iii) Effect of Temperature

The reverse characteristics of the three silicon field
emission junctions and the germanii~m junction are
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FIG. 2. Logarit&m'1c plots of the room temperature, and liquid
nitrogen temperature reverse characteristics of the 6eld emission
junctions.

shown in Fig. 2 at 300'K and 78'K. It should be noted
that in all cases this temperature difference does not
cause any great change in the current (less than an
order of magnitude). Also, the breakdown voltage in-
creases as the temperature decreases. Both of these
features are expected for silicon Geld emission junctions'
(and probably for germanium Geld emission junctions
also) and are not characteristic of avalanche junctions.

(iv) Effect of Dislocations

The reverse characteristics of Geld emission junctions
are notable for their "softness. " One hypothesis attri-

10'
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buted at least some of this softness to dislocations.
When edge dislocations pass through the crystal the
distortions in the crystal lattice cause a local reduction
in the width of the band gap thus making Geld emission
much easier at the places~here the dislocations run
through the high Geld region of the junction. It might
be expected, therefore, that as the reverse bias is in-
creased, most of the Geld emission current is generated
at Grst near the dislocation. However, the current
through these "weak" spots would eventually become
saturated on account of the spreading resistance of the
end regions of the junction so that a spectrum of weak
spots would give rise to an abnormally soft reverse
characteristic.

To test this hypothesis a low resistivity (0.002 ohm-
cm) I-type crystal was grown with a low dislocation
density. Subsequently, dislocation etch pit studies
yielded a dislocation density of the order of 50 cm ' so
that the possibility of any dislocations being present
within the very small area of the junction was virtually
zero. Alloyed junctions were made on (111) faces in
sets of four: (i) on the material as grown (ii) on material
that had been heated to '750'C without bending (iii)
on material that had been heated to about 750'C and
bent to a radius of curvature of 3.3 cm about the L111j
bending axis, (iv) on material that had been heated
and bent to a curvature of 0.75 cm. Such bending treat-
ments can be expected to introduce dislocation arrays
with densities greater than 10' cm—'. However, the
voltage-current characteristics of all, four junctions of
each of several sets were, in every case, virtually iden-
tical. To check the possibility that the alloying process
itself might introduce a high dislocation density, some
junctions were etched after fabrication but they re-
vealed no excess amounts of dislocation etch pits. It is
concluded, therefore, that the shapes of the reverse
characteristics of these narrow junctions are not deter-
mined to any signiGcant extent by the presence of
dislocations.

(v) Capacitance Studies

There was some question as to how valid it was to
assume that these alloyed junctions couM be described
as step junctions with Geld strengths that varied
linearly with distance through the space charge region.
Accordingly, the bias dependence of the capacitance
was determined experimentally using a substitutional
bridge method. The measurements were made at a
frequency of 400 kcisec with a driving voltage of not
more than 10 mv. Figure 3 shows the results of these
measurements plotted in the form C ' (where C is the
capacitance in arbitrary units, differently scaled for each
junction) against 1 „the applied potential. Data were
taken over the widest range possible for each junction,
the range being limited in both the forward and reverse

s A. G. Chynoweth and G. L. Pearson, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 1103
(1958).
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FIG. 3. Capacitance plots showing that the narrow junctions
behave as good step junctions over fairly wide ranges of bias.

directions by the "lossiness" of the junction at high
currents. The three silicon junctions all Gt straight lines
satisfactorily, and over a somewhat limited range of
bias, the germanium junction Gts a straight line also.
Deviations from the straight line occur in all units at
appreciable currents due to the injected carrier capaci-
tance but within those limits, the junctions, especially
the silicon ones, behave as reasonably good step junc-
tions.

The intercept on the bias axis is usually taken to be
the built in voltage, V;. However, the values of V;
determined from Fig. 3 are unusual in two respects:
(i) they are much lower than is to be expected for
junctions with both sides degenerate, and (ii) V;
apparently increases with the resistivity of the starting
material whereas it would be expected to decrease.
These anomalies have been considered in detail by
Aigrain, ~ who has shown that they can probably be
accounted for by various corrections to the normal
diode theory that have to be taken into account when
dealing with degenerate semiconductors.

(vi) Estimates of Junction Widths

To fully analyze the reverse characteristics it was
necessary to know the widths of the space charge
regions. These could be estimated knowing the resis-

P. Aigrain (private communications).
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TABLE I. Summary of data pertinent to the analysis of the field emission junctions. '

Impurity, I+
Resistivity, ohm-cm
e concentration cm '
p+ alloying impurity
P concentration cm '
~in ev
V;„ev
V;= V; +V;„+~g ev
V; expt.
&5"l&, measured, X10 cm volt &

8'l, calculated, X10 cm volt &

As
0.001
7X10»

Al
1.3X10»
0.06
0.04
1.25
0.82

90
110

Silicon

As
0.003
2.5X10»

Al
1.3X10»
0.03
0.04
1.22
0.89

110
125

As
0.007
8X 10&8

Al
13X10»
0.01
0.04
1.20
0.92

125
160

Germanium

As
0.0035
2.7X10»

Al
4X10
0.01
0.76
1.43
0.59

310
260

a See reference 8.

tivities of the end regions but they were also determined
experimentally. To do this, the capacitances of several
junctions made from each starting material were meas-
ured at zero bias. The aluminum wires were then etched
out of the alloyed junctions so that the shape of the
alloyed junction could be studied under the microscope.
In some cases it was not possible to make very reliable
estimates of the junction areas as they were too irreg-
ular. However, in several units the alloying had pro-
duced a relatively clean shape which enabled the area
to be estimated to within &30'Po. From the capacitance
(corrected to unity potential using the established
square law and calculated values for V,) and the area
measurements, the width constants were obtained.

The predicted value is seen to be in good agreement
with the experimental values considering the uncer-
tainties in the estimates of the junction areas.

(viii) Effect of Temperature on Critical Field

It has been shown in Fig. 2 how the reverse voltage,
for any given current, increases as the temperature is
lowered. This property was examined in more detail by
using, at first, an X-F recorder to trace the voltage-
current characteristics at various temperatures. The
critical voltage is defined as the reverse bias for a given
current, and by interpolation of the voltage-current
characteristics, this quantity could be plotted as a

O. I 82

(vii) Summary of Quantitative Data

Quantitative data pertinent to these junctions are
summarized in Table I. The 6gures for the donor and
acceptor concentrations were known from resistivity
and solid solubility studies. The values of V, and V;„
were estimated from the formula for degenerate semi-
conductors,

V, = es —ec=38X10-ref(mo/m*) ev,

(and similarly for V;~) where ep, eo are the positions of
the Fermi level and the bottom of the conduction band,
respectively, e is the carrier concentration, and
(ms/tN*) is the ratio of the free electron mass to the
eGective electron mass. The values so obtained for
V;= V;„+V,~+ez, where es is the energy gap expressed
in volts, are seen to be considerably in excess of the
experimental values, as noted above.

The width constants were estimated from the formula
for a step junction:

Wts =s (p+I)//2xepn,
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where p and I are the majority carrier concentrations,
~ is the dielectric constant, and e is the electron charge.

~ In the p-type materials, the carrier concentrations were given
by the known solid solubilities LF. A. Trumbore, Bell System
Tech. J. (to be published)g of aluminum in Si and Ge. For e-type
Ge, the source was W. W. Tyler and T.J. Soltys, General Electric
Research Report P-193 (unpublished), and for the e-type Si, it
was G. Backenstoss, Phys. Rev. MS, 416 (19M').
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Fro. 4. The critical voltage (reverse bias) versus temperature
for a silicon junction in 0.003 ohm-cm material, for various values
of the constant current. The data are scaled on the V axis only
so as to match the point for a current of 40 ~ at 150'K.
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FIG. S. The critical voltage versus temperature for typical
silicon and germanium junctions. The two curves for silicon for
the high- and love-temperature ranges refer to two different, though
typical silicon junctions.

function of temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 4
for four different values of the constant current, the
critical voltages all being sealed. so as to match the data
taken at a current of 40 p,a at 150'K. The evident super-
position of the experimental points proves that the
shape of the reverse characteristic does not vary with
temperature for reverse currents ranging, at least,
between 20 and 200 pa. Thus, for studies of the critical
voltage versus temperature, there was nothing par-
ticularly critical about the value of the constant current.

Typical variations of the critical voltage as a function
of temperature are shown in more detail in Fig. 5, where
the results pertain to a constant current of 45 p,a for
both the silicon and germanium junctions. The voltages
were measured with a potentiometer by the four
terminal method. The germanium junctions show V,
decreasing slowly at Grst as T increases, but then more
and more rapidly in a monotonic fashion. The silicon
crystal, on the other hand, shows a similar slight varia-
tion at low temperatures followed by a fairly rapid
drop after which, the decrease in V, slows up. After a
region where V is again relatively insensitive to the
temperature, V quite abruptly begins to drop, this
drop becoming catastrophic in the temperature range
600 to 620'K. In some cases, the measurements were
extended until V, was very close to zero, and there was

no indication of a second step appearing in the curve.
The temperature runs were virtually reversible and
reproducible, even when the crystal temperature had
previously reached 620'K, so that the catastrophic fall
in V appears to be a fundamental effect rather than
due to deterioration of the junction. Essentially the
same V, versus T variations were shown by silicon
junctions from each of the three starting materials, and
all of them showed the rapid drop of V, between 600'K
and 650'K.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this section is to analyze and discuss
the experimental results in terms of the theory of
internal Ge1d emission.

Until recently, all theoretical attempts to derive a
law for internal Geld emission ignored the effects of
phonons and were concerned solely with the probability
of direct transitions of electrons from the valence band
to the conduction band. This defect has been remedied

by the excellent theoretical study of Keldysh' who, in
particular, has pointed out the role that phonons can
play in promoting indirect transitions. From the recent
experimental work of Holonyak et al." and Esaki" it
is now known that both direct and indirect tunneling
transitions can occur in various semiconducting mate-
rials but that for any particular mat|;rial, one form of
transition usually dominates the other. In particular
if the semiconductor has its minimum band gap at
k=0, then direct transitions are much more probable
than indirect ones. On the other hand, if the band gap
minimum is not at k =0, indirect transitions will usually
dominate, even for very low phonon densities. In
general, it is the value of the band gap that is critical
rather than the phonon density since the tunneling
probability is a rapidly varying function of the band

gap.
Holonyak et al.' showed that at liquid helium tem-

peratures, indirect transitions predominate in silicon.
Germanium, on the other hand, was an intermediate
case, probably because the band gap at k=0 is only
slightly larger than the actual band gap (0.90 ev com-

pared with 0.74 ev for undoped crystals at 4'K). For
germanium crystals highly doped with arsenic or
phosphorus, they found no evidence of phonon coopera-
tion but did in the case of antimony doped crystals. It
will be shown that the results of the present work for
arsenic doped silicon and germanium crystals are
consistent with these conclusions, and furthermore,
confirm the Keldysh theory for phonon cooperation.

A. Analysis of Reverse Characteristics

For direct transitions, all theories of internal Geld

emission predict that the unidirectional tunneling

'L. V. Keldysh, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 33, 994
(1957) and 34, 962 (1958) /translations: Soviet Phys. JETP 6,
763 (1958) and 7, 665 (1958), respectivelyg.

"' N. Holonyak et al. , Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 167 (1959)."L. Esahi (private communication).
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current, I, is given by an expression of the form:

I=A nE"Prs,

where A D is a factor containing, among other quantities,
the number of carriers available to attempt the tunnel-
ing transition and their frequericy of attempting it. The
Geld, E, appears to some power r, where r lies usually
between 1 and 3, depending on the various corrections
included in the theory such as the sects of image Gelds
or Coulombic forces." The factor, P~, represents the
direct transition tunneling probability and is given by'.

Pn=expt sr(s—rs*)be&/2ehE]= exp( nn—e&/E), (2)

applied bias the net current is zero because the tunnel
current from the valence band to the empty states of
the conduction band is exactly balanced by a tunnel
current from the occupied states in the conduction band
on the degenerate e-type side to empty states in the
valence band. When an increasing reverse bias is
applied, more and more electrons in the valence band
on the p side lie opposite empty states on the ss side and
fewer electrons on the n side lie opposite empty states
on the p side. This change in populations can be taken
into account exactly in terms of Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tions and the densities of states. For present purposes,
however, it seems sufEcient to put the measured current,

nn ——sr(m*) &/2', (3)
I„=AV ~E~P,

where A is a constant for a given temperature, P is the
appropriate tunneling probability, q=r or n, and the
V & term represents, in an empirical fashion, the eGect
of the bias dependence of the net current due to the
carrier energy distributions. In particular, the V,&

term, where p is some power, ensures that the meas-
ured current, I, is zero when V,=O, where V is
the applied bias. As will become apparent, the actual
form of the carrier distribution term is not critical as
long as it depends on the Geld more slowly than does P.

It is appropriate, at Grst, to put E=E~, where E~
is the maximum Geld in the step junction. Then

and
P~ ——exp) —rrr (e—uses) 1/E$,

Pss= exp( err(e+Ises) b/E—j,
where fsro is the phonon energy and nr=4(2m*)&/3eh, .
Though Ace is small compared with e the value of n is
such as to make P& appreciably larger than Pz, even
for the smallest phonon energies present in silicon.
Equation (4) then becomes, approximately,

I=A r E "Pz/N (P~/Pz) +N+1]
A zE"Pg/N(Pg/Ps)+1i. (6)

As will be seen below, at room temperature we have
N(Pg/Ps)))1 so that, under these conditions

I~A zE"EP~.

Equations (1) and (7), which are essentially of the
same form, are not sufhcient, however, for describing
the measured current-voltage characteristics at a given
temperature as they do not take into account the tunnel
current in the opposite direction. SpeciGcally, at zero

n W. Franz, Hatsdbmh der Physsh (Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
1956), Vol. 17, p. 155.

where m* is the reduced effective mass, e is the forbidden
energy gap, e is the electron charge, and h= (h/2sr),
where h is Planck s constant. For indirect transitions,
the eGect of phonon cooperation has to be included and
we have, essentially:

I=A rE"$EP~+(N+ 1)Pgj, (4)

where A z is another constant, similar in purpose to A~,
E is raised to some power n, E is the phonon density,
and P~ and Pg are the indirect tunneling probabilities
with phonon absorption and phonon emission, respec-
tively. LNote that the above expression applies to the
case of one phonon energy only. To include the sects
of phonons of other energies, the expression for the
current would contain additional terms of similar form.
Further terms would also be needed if multiphonon
processes are important. j The tunneling probabilities
are now given by'

E=2(Vo+V,)/W=2(V, +V;)&/Wr,

where V; is the built-in voltage and W~ is the width
constant. We note that for the junctions under study,
V ranges from 0 to a few tenths of a volt whereas V; is
greater than 1 volt so that the variation in E is very
slight compared with that of V,. From (2), (8), and
(9) one obtains

d(lnI )/d(lnV ) =p+qV /2(V +V,)
+(ne&Wr/4) V,(V,+V;) b. (10)

Putting 8= (ae&Wr/2), where a and e are appropriate
to the direct or indirect energy gap with or without
phonon cooperation, and since V,&&V;, we have to a
good approximation,

d(lnI„)/d(lnV )=p+ (B/2V;&) V,.

Thus, a plot of d(lnI )/d(lnV ) against V, should be a
straight line of gradient 8/2V;&. Such plots are shown
in Fig. 6 for typical examples of each of three sjlicon
resistivities as well as the germanium junctions. In view
of the possible experimental errors and the approxima-
tions involved in the analysis, it is felt that satisfactorily
straight lines do ensue and that these are consistent
with the form of the tunneling probability. In all cases,
however, it was found that the plots started to deviate
from straight lines for currents in excess of about 100p,a.
It is noteworthy that the common factor among the
junctions was the critical current of about 100—200 p,a
rather than a critical voltage, as the applied voltage
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corresponding to such currents varied considerably
among the various junctions. Thus, the deviations are
not due simply to failures of the approximations, such
as putting V (&V;, in the analysis. The deviations all
occur for current densities greater than about 1 amp
cm ' and at such levels, the injected space charge is
becoming comparable with the built-in space charge.
Also it is in this same region that the capacity data
generally show deviations from the C V= constant law.
So it seems reasonable to conclude, tentatively, that
the prime cause of the deviations is the failure of the
effective IMld to vary as (V +V,)& at the higher currents
and in fact, in some cases it was found that the form of
the deviations~ the capacity data paralleled the devia-
tions in the Geld emission plots fairly closely.

The slopes of the Geld emission plots, as determined
experimentally, can be compared with the values
predicted by theory. The slopes yield 8/2V *, and using
the estimated values of V; and the measured values for
Q &, the quantity O.e& was evaluated for each of the
junctions. The results are tabulated in Table II where
it will be seen that the data from the three silicon junc-
tions agree to within &20%. This is regarded as
satisfactory. In deriving the theoretical values, e was
put equal to 1.1 ev for silicon and to 0.80 ev (the direct
band gap) for germanium. There is considerable
uncertainty, as to the correct choice of effective mass
to be used in estimating 0.. Keldysh' defines m*, the
reduced effective mass, as

m =mc*mv /(mc +mv ),
5.0

TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical values of a&I.&'~

Si 0.001 ohm-cm
Si 0.003 ohm-cm
Si 0.007 ohm-cm
Ge 0.0035 ohm-cm

Experiment A Experiment 3 Theory

9.6X10' Si
6.5X107 average 7.2X10~ 4.8X10~
7.0X10 7.7X10
2.8X10~ 1.8X10T

where m~*, my* refer to electrons and holes, respec-
tively, and are given by expressions of the form,

m '=P,[(cos'y;)/m;].

Here, the quantities, m;, are the principal values of the
tensor m, g

' and y; are the angles between the directions
of the field and the principal axes of the tensor, which
in general, do not coincide with the principal crystal
axes. As an approximation, therefore, mq* and my* were
taken as the density of states masses, defined by

and
mc*——v&(mrmr') &,

mv* ——fmP+m~&j&,

where v is the valley degeneracy, mL, and m& are the
longitudinal and transverse electron masses, ms~ and nsI,

are the light and heavy hole masses, and the holes in
the spin orbit split-off band are disregarded. Using the
values for mL, , mz, m&, and mz given by Herman, "we
obtain for the ~educed effective mass,

a ael is expressed in volts cm ', appropriate to E being expressed in the
same units. Experiment A refers to the analysis of the reverse character--
istics, Experiment B to that of the temperature characteristics analyzed in
Sec. B.The experimental value given for Ge is that obtained after making
the correction to the field given by Eq. (12). Without this correction the
result is 3.5 X107 units.

4.5
and

m*=0;36mo for Si,

m*=0.19mo for Ce,
40 .P's,
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Fzo. 6. Plots of d(log I)/d {log V ) versus the reverse bias, V,
for typical examples of the various field emission junctions.

where mo is the free electron mass. Kith these mass
values, the calculated values for ne& agree with the
experimental values to within a factor of 2 for both
germanium and silicon. Considering the experimental
and theoretical uncertainties, this is felt to be .good
agreement. For the calculated values to agree with the
experimental ones would require m* to be about 0.95 mo
for Si and 0.46 ego for Ge, and both these values seem
rather high as it is to be expected that the lightest
carriers will completely dominate the tunneling prob-
ability. A further fact is that the Geld is not uniform so
that the effective Geld may be significantly different
from E~. However, a calculation of the barrier trans-
parency of a step junction using the %KB method"
shows that the efFective Geld is given by Eq. (9) to
a good approximation. On the other hand, there will
be an effect on the Geld due to the high degeneracy
of the p side. This results in the electron actually

~ F. Herman, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs. 43, 1703 (1955).
'4See, for example, N. F. Mott and J. ¹ Sneddon, Wave

Met, haeics and Its Applicatimi (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1948),
Chap. I.
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leaving the valence band at a point in the junction
where the field is somewhat less than that given by
Eq. (9). In particular, the effective field,

E,fr E~——$1 (V—;,/V ))& (12)

for V ((V;. For silicon, this correction is negligible but
it makes E,rf 0."/1—E—~ for germanium. This, in turn,
brings the experimental value, now 2.8&10' volts cm ',
in better agreement with the calculated value.

Though the experimental and theoretical values of
Lo.e&) are gratifyingly close there does seem to be a
systematic discrepancy between their values. This
discrepancy can be expressed by

expt. = && theoryy

where f is a number equal to about 1.6 for both silicon
and germanium. The origin of the discrepancy factor, f,
is not understood though it may be in the estimates of
the effective built-in potentials or the width constants.
Regarding the latter, it is quite conceivable that owing
to the randomness in the impurity distribution, the
actual junction width will vary appreciably from place
to place in the junction. As it is to be expected that
field emission will take place preferably at the narrowest
parts of the junction, the effective width could, there-
fore, be signilcantly less than the measured (average)
width.

It should also be noted that the plots in Fig. 6
generally give a value for p of slightly less than unity, a
value that is not physically unreasonable. .

B. Analysis of Temperature Characteristics

Figure 5 demonstrates that the critical field depen-
dence on temperature for germanium is a monotonic
function while that for silicon shows structure. In
agreement with the conclusions of Holonyak et al." it
is reasonable to interpret these results, qualitatively,
as evidence of the dominance of indirect transitions in
silicon and direct transitions in germanium. It is easy
to verify that in both materials, the cause of the tem-
perature variation of the critical voltage at constant
current is almost entirely contained in the temperature
dependence of the tunneling probability. It should be
emphasized that in all the temperature characteristics,
the values of V, were considerably greater than kT
(except where V, drops rapidly at the highest tempera-
tures) so that we are concerned, essentially, with only
the tunnel current from the valence band to the con-
duction band. As the temperature dependence is quite
diGerent depending on whether there is, or is not,
phonon cooperation, the two cases will be considered
separately.

(a) Germanium

To maintain constant current requires that the tun-
neling probability remains essentially constant. Thus,

m /E, n=ue'Wr/1. 42(V,+V~)'= k, (13)

where k is a constant. It will be supposed that as T is
varied, S"&, V;„, and V,„stay constant, assumptions
that are probably valid down to very low temperatures
in these degenerate materials. Thus, the temperature
variation of V reflects that of a through the effective
mass and e, the direct band gap. Note that e also appears
in V;. Hence plotting (V,+e), where e is expressed in
volts, against e' (or c4 if the temperature variation of
the eGective mass is to be included in an approximate
fashion) should yield a straight line. For the tempera-
ture dependence of e, six points have been given by
Macfarlane, McLean, and Quarrington. 's Figure 7
shows (V,+e) plotted against e' and it is apparent that
a fairly good straight line results. This is taken to con-
firm that the temperature variation of V in germanium
reQects, primarily, that of the direct band gap.

Ps/N(Pg/P~)+1 j= lr',

where k' is a constant. The ratio

(14)

Pg/Ps exp 3a &slug/ E,

can be regarded as essentially constant. (It is estimated
that between O'K and 400'K, Pz/Pz decreases by only
5%)

By inspection of Eq. (14) we see that the temperature
characteristics can be divided into two regions.

(i) At low temperatures, N is very small, so that the
constant current condition becomes:

(16)

0.65
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FIG. 7. Plot showing the correspondence between the tempera-
ture variation of the energy gap, c, and the critical voltage, V,
for the germanium junctions.

» G. G. Macfarlane, T. P. McLean, and J. E. Quarrington,
Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)?1, 863 ((958).

(b) Silicon

Considering the effect of one phonon energy only,
Eq. (6) predicts that the temperature dependence of V,
should be determined, primarily, by
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FIG. 8. Plots deduced from the temperature variation of the
critical voltage for three diferent 0.003 ohm-cm silicon units. The
forms of the plots are those given by the theory that takes into
account the influence of the phonon population on the indirect
tunneling probability.

rs J. R. Haynes (private communication).

(ii) At high temperatures, N(P~/Prr)&&1, so that the
constant current condition becomes:

(17)

There will be a transition temperature determined by

N(Pg/P g) 1. (18)

Equation (16) is equivalent to Eq. (13) in analyzing
the germanium data. It predicts that the temperature
dependence of V will reflstct that of e (the indirect band
gap) at low temperatures and, therefore, will show only
a very slight variation with temperature, in accordance
with the experimental data of Fig. 5.

By substituting the energy 0.019 ev, appropriate to
the transverse acoustic phonon's (the lowest energy
phonon) into Eq. (16) one obtains a transition tempera-
ture of about 90'K, using the experimental value for
Q, e&. This is clearly quite consistent with the experi-
mentally determined V, versus T variation.

At sufBciently high temperatures, kT&&So, and Kq.
(17) becomes, TP~= constant, so that V, will again
be relatively slowly dependent on the temperature.
This could correspond to the leveling portion of the
curve at temperatures greater than about 300'K. To
understand the experimental results through the transi-
tion region in more detail, though, it is better to use
the less approximate relation in (6), which yields the
condition

1nPÃ+1) —n(s+fuo)&W'r/2(V, +V~)'= constant,

where
X= (Pg/Prr)+ 1~5,

when the experimental value for O, e& is used. The tem-
perature dependence of E is known from the relation

E=Ps/exp(fuo/kT) —1) '.

Noting again that V (&V;, neglecting fur relative to e,
and noting that V,=V;s+V;e+s s, where, in this

(Psl/PE2) (lI 1+1+1)—(~2+2+ 1) (19)

where the subscripts I and 2 refer to the two phonon
energies. Putting hear

——0.019 ev (the transverse acoustic
phonon, TA) and Aors=0. 058 ev (the transverse optical
phonon, TO, according to Haynes" ), we have Xr=5.7,
As=110, and (PJrr/PJrs) =5. Graphically, it was found
that equality (19)held at a temperature of about 700'K.
This is sufficiently close to the temperature at which
V plunges towards zero to suggest that there is some
basis to believing the turn over at 600 K is due to the
influence of the second phonon. However, in optical
work, Haynes has found that recombination transitions
involving the TO phonon are about 29 times more
comxnon than transitions involving TA phonons. '
%bile this would seem to compare with the experimental
result that the second drop in V is very much greater
than the first, it would also mean, if true, that the TO
phonon contribution to the current should dominate the
TA phonon contribution at all but the lowest tempera-
tures. It is true that the analysis of the reverse char-
acteristics and the temperature characteristics does not
depend very critically on the actual phonon energy
involved, except for the condition given in Eq. (18),

relation, c is expressed in volts, we have

in(XÃ+1) —(nWr/4) (2s—V )= constant.

Thus, a plot of ln(AN+1) against (2e—V,) should be
a straight line whose gradient should yield an indepen-
dent value for e. Such plots, for three diGerent silicon
junctions, all made from 0.003 ohm-cm resistivity
material, are shown in Fig. 8. All three plots are very .

similar and show a slight curvature rather than following
straight lines. If the best straight lines are drawn, they
all have similar slopes and yield a value of 7.2)(10~
volts cm ' for 0,~&. This is in very good agreement with
the value obtained independently from the reverse
characteristics.

The cause of the curvature in the plots is not properly.
understood. The approximation involved in the analysis
appear to be justified and insufhcient to explain the
observed departures. On the other hand, the analysis
has been based on phonons of one energy only. It is
possible that at higher temperatures especially, signifi-
cant contributions to the current come from phonons
with higher energies or even multiphonon processes.

The cause of the final plunge of V to zero at about
620'K is likewise not understood at present. It cannot
be caused by the crystals becoming intrinsic —for these
heavily doped materials this would require a tempera-
ture of 1200'K or more. It is of interest, therefore, to
examine the consequences of adding a second term to
Eq. (14) so that the effects of two phonon energies,
M& and Ace&, are now included. If the two give equally
weighted contributions to the current, then we can
determine the temperature at which the two phonons
give comparable contributions to the current from the
relation:
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but nevertheless, the work of Holonyak et al. and
Esaki shows that the TA phonon is operative in the
tunneling transitions and that there is little reason to
disregard it in favor of the TO phonon. The question
of the Gnal fall of V„ therefore, remains unresolved as
the data are not yet suQicient to differentiate between
various models invoking phonons of diGerent energies
or multiphonon processes. On the other hand, it is
possible that V drops at about 600'K because the
normal reverse bias diode current becomes dominant
over the tunneling current.

CONCLUSIONS

The implications of the theoretical form of the
tunneling probability, particularly as modified by
Keldysh to take into account phonon cooperation, have
been examined experimentally. It is felt that relatively
good qualitative and quantitative agreement has been
reached between theory and the measured dependence
of the tunnel current on the Geld in both germanium

and silicon, where indirect transitions are dominant,
the temperature variation of the critical Geld up to
about 500'K is also in accord with the theory which

includes phonon cooperation by a single phonon (at
0.019 ev). However, the analysis is not critically de-

pendent on the phonon energy so the selection of this
particular phonon energy rather than a larger one or a
combination of phonons, should be regarded to some

extent as tentative at this stage. In germanium, where
direct transitions are dominant, the temperature varia-
tion of the critical field can be almost entirely accounted
for by the temperature variation of the direct energy
gap.

If is felt that temperature studies of the sort described
in this paper afford a useful general method for deter-
mining whether direct or indirect transitions are
responsible for t~~nneling in any given junction.

Note added in proof. After this paper was submitted
for publication, a report was published by J. V. Morgan
and E. O. Kane, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 466 (1959),
which described the observation of the onset of direct
tunneling transitions in narrow germanium p-n junc-
tions as the reverse bias was increased. The p-type
material used by these authors was much more lightly
doped (SX10' carriers cm~) than that used by the
present authors so that the built-in potential was very
close to the magnitude of the band gap. Thus, only
indirect transitions could be accommodated at zero
applied bias. As the reverse bias was increased, the
point was eventually reached where the total potential
across the junction eras sufhcient to promote direct
tunneling transitions, and this manifested itself as the
onset of a current that rose more steeply with the bias.
The germanium junction described in the present paper
had a built-in potential of 1.46 volts so that it was
certainly energetically possible for tunneling to be
by direct transitions for all values of the reverse bias.


